Updates

Introduction and Table of Contents:

- Table of contents updated due to formatting in the Appendix. Note page numbers have changed in the Appendices and the Acknowledgments (Aug. 13, 2020).

Remote Learning:

- The Remote vs. Virtual Fact Sheet and Assurance Form has been added. (Aug. 5, 2020)
- The required Assurance form has been added (Aug. 5, 2020).
Grade Bands:

• Library Media has been added to the end of Competencies and Assessment sections of each grade band (Aug. 5, 2020).

• Family Engagement has been added to the Implementation section of each grade band (Aug. 5, 2020).

• An SECD Implementation Guide has been added as Appendix F and is indicated in the Measuring Social Emotional Development section of each grade band (Aug. 5, 2020).

• Family and Consumer Sciences acronym updated on all grade bands from FACS to FCS (Aug. 7, 2020).

• Specials Competency coding on all grade bands starting with FACS changed to FCS (Aug. 7, 2020).

• A link to the Special Education Guidance document (formerly Appendix K) was added to the Competency, Special Education pages in each grade band (Aug. 13, 2020).

• Grade Band Pre-K-2
  • Update to Standards references on ELA competencies (Aug. 17, 2020).

• Grade Band 3-5
  • Assessment ELA added standards to Reading Literature (Aug. 11, 2020).
  • Humanities extra row mislabeled as "HGSS Writing" and was deleted due to it being also under ELA Writing (Aug. 11, 2020).

• Grade Band 6-8
  • Implementation Instruction Example name updated to "Park Design Project: Planning with a Budget" (Aug. 11, 2020).
Operations:

- The use of the words “face shield” have been edited to indicate that they are only effective in addition to a mask (Aug. 5, 2020)

- The K-5th/6th face covering requirement has been removed from the Health section (Aug. 5, 2020).
APPENDIX

Appendix:


G Masks for Kids (Added Aug. 5, 2020)

H My Mask Schedule (Added Aug. 5, 2020)

I Kansas COVID Workgroup for Kids Resource Links for Schools (Added Aug. 5, 2020)

J Kansas COVID Workgroup for Kids Superintendent Webinar (Added Aug. 5, 2020)

  • Special Education Guidance Document (was added Aug. 5, 2020 and replaced on Aug. 13, 2020). Due to frequent updates this document was added as a resource to each grade band in the Competencies sections under Special Education.

  • Hybrid/Remote Teachings ... is and is not table. Removed duplicate bullet "Families and caregivers are not an afterthought and school staff members are intentional about student daily contact (Aug. 17, 2020).
  • Instances of the word virtual replaced with remote learning (Aug. 18, 2020).
Acknowledgements:

- Added names that were left off the original list (Aug. 5, 2020).
Additions to Web Page:

- Excel spreadsheets of each grade band competencies, assessments and EE assessments sections (Aug. 5, 2020).

- New webpage for Resources created and linked (Aug. 10, 2020).

Coming soon to the web page:

- Professional Development offerings.
- Additional lessons and resources by grade band.
- Updated word versions of each document section.
- Lesson plans per grade band.